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Lightning Booster Pak – Operating Procedure
Boosting with 12/24 Volt systems:
Safety first – Read and understand manual before operating equipment


If battery acid comes in contact with any part of the body, immediately flush with water for several minutes. If
battery acid comes in contact with the eyes, flush with water for 15 minutes and seek medical attention.



Batteries can generate explosive hydrogen gas. Ensure no sparks or open flame and adequate ventilation.



Use safe manual handling techniques when handling heavy items.



Confirm polarity on booster cables and battery, positive, red (+); negative, black (-).



Be aware of rotating fans and belts inside the engine compartment when jumping battery systems.



Beware of sparking or short-circuiting leads on batteries as this may cause an explosion.



Check condition of booster cables, clamps, connections and batteries regularly.



A fire extinguisher should be available during charging/boosting operations.



If the task is performed roadside, be aware of moving traffic. Use vehicle hazard lights, reflective road triangles or
flares to alert others of your presence.



Wear adequate personal protective gear.

Procedure
1.

Determine required voltage of weak battery – 12v or 24v

2.

Position booster within cable reach of vehicle with flat battery. Shut off ignition, set parking brake and place manual
transmissions in neutral (automatic transmission in park) for vehicle to be boosted.

3.

Ensure all electrical accessories on the vehicle to be boosted are turned off.

4.

Connect positive, red (+) lead of the jumper to the flat battery’s positive, red (+) post.

5.

Connect negative, black (-) lead of the jumper to the flat battery’s negative (-) post.

6.

Push ARM button on booster pack – you now have a pre-set up to ten (10) minute time period to boost at which time
the booster will automatically disarm. Using selector on pendant, select proper voltage, 12 or 24 Volts. Depress and
hold volt select button to boost.

7.

On models with charge capability select charge mode then select desired voltage, charging will continue for up to ten
minutes per activation.
Note: A safety feature of this unit is that it is equipped with smart polarity sensing. If cables have been
inadvertently hooked up in reverse, an alarm will sound, a light will flash and unit will be unable to boost.

8.

Attempt to start vehicle, once the engine is running smoothly, remove the booster cable leads by disconnecting the
negative, black, (-) lead of the cable from the flat battery or vehicle frame. Next disconnect the positive, red, (+) cable
from the flat battery. If vehicle was started while lighting was in charge mode ensure charge off switch was activated
before removing cables.
Follow – Up

Report any damaged equipment, close-calls or injuries to your supervisor immediately.

Inspect, clean and store all equipment after use.

Some protocols may exceed the above procedure. The most stringent procedures always take precedence.

If you have any questions, contact your supervisor or the Safety Advisor.

9.

Inspect booster batteries regularly to ensure peak performance.
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Trouble Shooting Guide
Symptom:
Boost or charge not functioning
Check and correct the following:
a)
b)
c)

Warning buzzer sounding, check cable clamps positioned for proper polarity, Red (+) positive, Black (-) negative
Battery A, B or both not charged or weak
Unit overheated, allow to cool

Symptom:
Boost okay on 12V but not 24V
Check and correct the following:
a)

Condition of battery B

Symptom:
Booster solenoids cycle quickly when activated but won’t boost
Check and correct the following:
a)

Boost batteries voltage and connections

Contact Airworks if you have any questions.
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